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The Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet (EPPC) and the Jackson Purchase Resource
Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc. do not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex, age, religion, or disability. The EPPC and the Jackson Purchase Resource
Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc will provide, on request, reasonable
accommodations including auxiliary aids and services necessary to afford an individual with a
disability an equal opportunity to participate in all services, programs and activities. To request
materials in an alternative format, contact the Kentucky Division of Water, 14 Reilly Road,
Frankfort, KY 40601 or call (502) 564-3410, or contact the Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation
and Development Foundation, Inc.
Funding for this project was provided in part by a grant from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) through the Kentucky Division of Water, Nonpoint Source Section, to the Jackson
Purchase Resource Conservation and Development Foundation, Inc as authorized by the Clean
Water Act Amendments of 1987, §319(h) Nonpoint Source Implementation Grant # C9994861-99.
Mention of trade names or commercial products, if any, does not constitute endorsement. This
document was printed on recycled paper.
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Executive Summary
This document is available online at www.jpf.org
Pirates Cove is a residential vacation community located on the Jonathan Creek embayment of
Kentucky Lake, (Tennessee River) in Marshall County, Kentucky. The Pirates Cove Cluster
System Sewage Disposal Demonstration Project was a partnership between the Pirates Cove
Homeowners Association, Marshall County Health Department, Tennessee Valley Authority,
and Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation and Development Foundation. The project’s goal
was to reduce or eliminate nonpoint pollution from failing septic systems by identifying
individual inadequate septic systems, installing one cluster sewage disposal system, developing
an educational program for the homeowners and septic system installers, and eliminating nonpoint source pollution from a minimum of 100 individual septic drain fields in the community.
The partnership installed more than 10,000 feet of pipeline, 4 pump stations, and a lagoon toward
this goal. This infrastructure allowed more than 100 units to connect to the cluster system,
eliminating the pollutants or pollution threat. A dual educational program was designed targeted
Pirates Cove homeowners and septic system installers and residential developers. The Pirates
Cove educational program included a community meeting and an informational flyer explaining
the cluster system and the individual homeowner’s role in maintaining their individual septic
tanks. The installer/developer educational program included an educational workshop promoting
the cluster system as an alternative to conventional septic systems and sewers and an on-site field
day at Pirates Cove. This project demonstrates the opportunities for rural and suburban usage of
cluster systems as an alternative to conventional septic tanks or sewers. This project site is
available for viewing by interested parties.
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Introduction & Background
This project demonstrates how cluster wastewater treatment systems are practical options to sitespecific tank and lateral line systems for homes in close proximity and where traditional sewer
systems are not a viable option. The Owners Association of Pirates Cove recognized the poorly
functioning or failing systems along the Kentucky Lake/Jonathan Creek shoreline and expressed
interest in serving as the site for this alternative method demonstration and education program.
The project installed pipelines from each individual homeowner’s septic tank to a central lagoon
with a large lateral line drain field system. There will be no discharge of effluent.
This demonstration and education project was the first such project located in western Kentucky.
It served as an excellent learning tool for homeowners, developers, and septic system installers.
There is not a 201 plan for the area and no plans are being formulated to develop such a plan.

Project goal and objectives
GOAL: To reduce nonpoint source pollution from poorly functioning septic systems in Pirates
Cove Resort on Jonathan Creek Embayment of Kentucky Lake.
OBJECTIVES:
1. Identification of the inadequate septic systems.
2. Install one cluster sewage disposal system demonstration in Pirates Cove.
3. Develop an educational program for the homeowners and septic system installers.
4. Eliminate nonpoint source pollution from 100 plus participants’ individual septic drain
fields.

Activities conducted to complete the project goal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poorly functioning septic systems (nutrient plumes) were identified by infrared aerial
photography performed by TVA.
Cost-share incentive was provided to the Owners Association to participate in the BMP
demonstration.
Art Travis and the Marshall County Health Department designed the facilities, performed
construction inspection, and ensured construction specifications were met.
Necessary components for the system: 1 lagoon and 3 lift stations, constructed.
Conducted educational program for landowners and septic system installers, 2 workshops.
Informational brochures about the program, 5000 printed.
On-site field day as part of the education component, one field day held.
The Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. published the project on the Internet,
developed and printed program literature, and served as fiscal agent.
The Marshall Co. Health Department hosted the education workshops.
The nutrient plumes identified by the initial aerial photography were eliminated.
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Background
The project addressed sewage disposal problems for 70 households, 30 RV lots, a 12 unit hotel, 6
cabins, the club house, and the RV dump station whose nonpoint pollution problems threaten
Jonathan Creek, a Kentucky Lake embayment. Jonathan Creek is on the state List of Waters for
TMDL Development - Secondary Priority and was in an Environmental Quality Incentive
Program as a priority watershed. TVA has rated Jonathan Creek as poor for fish (IBI-32) and
fair for benthics (7 EPT families).

Materials & Methods
1. A description of the project area.
General description of the location of the project area(s):
Pirates Cove is a residential vacation community located on the Jonathan Creek embayment of
Kentucky Lake, Tennessee River. It is located in far western Kentucky in Marshall County, see
Figure 1. Pirates Cove development began in the late 1970’s. It has gone bankrupt three times
due to developers’ unscrupulous behavior. Pirates Cove is now under management by a
homeowners association and struggling to correct many of the infrastructure issues not properly
addressed in the resorts beginning.
Before project installation the failing septic tank problem and resulting nonpoint source pollution
hazard had been observed by qualified water quality professionals from the Lower Tennessee
River Watershed Team. These observations prompted the TVA to make an infrared aerial
survey. The survey identified many nutrient plumes leading directly to the water body. The
inventory prepared by TVA indicates 143 residences with suspicious moisture patterns and
locations. These have identifiable plumes or possible plumes but field lines were not apparent.
They also identified 27 residences with distinctive moisture patterns. These sites had identifiable
effluent plumes from field drain lines or prominent field drain systems. The Pirates Cove area
has 170 residences with visually apparent problems, probable problems or intermittent problems
with their sewage disposal systems.
The Pirates Cove area is located on predominately Lax silt loam and Lexington silt and silty clay
loams. Both of these soil types are classified by the Soil Survey of Calloway and Marshall
Counties, Kentucky as severe for sewage disposal. Even without aerial reconnaissance the
problem would be expected in the residential area. This location represents a typical site for the
developments along the western side of Kentucky Lake in Marshall and Calloway counties. It is
also a relatively representative example for most soil types in the Purchase Area, making this an
excellent cluster system demonstration site for this region of the state.
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Figure 1, General Location Map

2. A description of all methods used to obtain the results for your project.
Pre-project inventory.
Lake sampling by the Murray State University Hancock Biology Station’s Center for Reservoir
Research detected high fecal content of the Jonathan Creek embayment of Kentucky Lake. This
information lead the Lower Tennessee River Watershed Team, now the Four Rivers Basin Team,
to the presumption that the problem might have been failing septic tanks/lateral fields in the
Pirates Cove Resort. One partner in the Team, TVA, instituted an infrared photography aerial
survey to help identify the extent of the problems and the volume of the work needed to correct
the problems. TVA used infrared aerial photography and remote sensing techniques to develop
the map in Figure 2.
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Figure 2, Infrared Aerial Survey
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Map legend:
RED – Distinctive moisture patterns; high probability of failure; effluent plume from visible
field line pattern or prominent plume or ponding downslope from a structure; the signature
is consistently that of a malfunctioning system.
BLUE – Suspicious moisture patterns; visible plume but no field lines apparent; can be a straight
pipe from septic system, greywater disposal, system breakout with no field lines showing,
roof or curtain drain outlet, or natural seepage/spring.
YELLOW – Distinctive drainfield area; field line pattern but no plume evident, indicates slow
leaching but no apparent breakout of a seasonally or hydraulically stressed system (during
wet weather) or evapotranspiration characteristics of a functioning system or a newly
installed system (during dry weather).
GREEN – Suspect locations; no plume or field lines apparent; homesites on very steep slopes,
small lots, visible rock outcrops, or in close proximity to streams or reservoirs, especially
those on heavily wooded lots.
Completed project.
The “as built” construction drawings used aerial photography instead of conventional surveying
methods to show completed work. This technique reduced the engineering costs considerably.
The “as built” construction drawings cost the project $2,150 whereas conventional work by a
survey team and engineer’s drafting would have been at least $10,000. A greatly reduced copy
of this image is included in Appendix F.
Brochure, flyer, field day and workshop materials are included in this report as Appendix D.
3. A description of any specialized materials that were used in the collection of data for
the project.
While this project used little known and under utilized techniques to manage sewage; it did not
use specialized materials for data collection or project implementation.

Results & Discussion
The Owners Association hired all the labor and rented or borrowed the equipment necessary to
perform the work for this project. With the exception of boring equipment used under the roads
which was contracted on an as needed basis. As the work was performed, the Owners
Association invoiced the Foundation as the grant manager. The Foundation then invoiced the
Division of Water for reimbursement. While this arrangement seems cumbersome it allowed
the work to be performed when weather permitted without incurring down time and other workstoppage delays. It also caused the work to proceed at a very slow rate. Often there was no work
performed for long periods. Typically, slow work results in cost over-runs, but the reverse
resulted with this project. Because, working on the project on a “when you could” basis, much
of the labor was performed during down time from other jobs, an unusual approach that is not
recommended in most instances.
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The project incurred a major delay (more than a year) when the Tennessee Valley Authority
regulatory section could not come to a decision regarding the location of the pump station near
the elevation 375 high water easement line. The question was whether the 375 elevation meant
top of the structure, at ground-line on the structure, or the bottom (in ground) of the structure.
The project could not proceed until this question was answered since one station was located
right at the 375 demarcation line. (TVA does not allow construction of permanent structures,
except docks, below the 375 elevation, the point of highest possible impoundment in their
reservoir.) TVA concluded that the pump station, where it exited the ground surface, was the
controlling elevation. This was determined because the concrete lower portions, those below
ground, were water tight and lake water could not enter the structure. The pump station was
allowed in the planned location.
Brochure, flyer, field day and workshop materials are included in this report as Appendix D.
These materials are available as PDF files on the web site www.jpf.org.
Two brochures were developed. One promoteing cluster systems as an alternative to
conventional septic systems and sewers. Twenty-five hundred copies of this brochure were
printed. The Marshall County Health Department is the principle distributor of these to the
public, developers, and system installers. The other brochure explains how to manage an
individual septic tank system. Twenty-five hundred copies were printed. The Marshall County
Health Department is the principle distributor of these to the public. See Appendix D.
A one page informational flyer was developed and distributed to all landowners in Pirates Cove
Resort. It explains the cluster system and the need to maintain their individual septic tanks. One
hundred of these were printed. The Owners Association of Pirates Cove is the principle
distributor of this flyer. See Appendix D.
A workshop and field day were held on September 26, 2006 for Pirates Cove owners, septic
installers and developers. One hundred seventy-five invitations were mailed. The workshopfield day was advertised on the web with web registration available, and by word of mouth.
Twelve people attended the event. Weather conditions may have contributed to the lower than
expected turnout. Web-shot and invitation are attached to this report in Appendix D.
A workshop was held at Kenlake State Park on November 18, 2006. Invitations were mailed to
120 individuals, mostly Pirates Cove owners. The workshop was again listed on the Foundation
web site. Thirty-four people attended. PowerPoint Presentation is attached in Appendix D.
The cluster treatment system began operations in December 2006 with the connection of the first
homeowners’ system tanks. The effluent pumping and gravity flow lines of the system performs
better than expected. The lagoon is about 40 percent of operational depth and leach field system
has not functioned at this time. The leach system will not function until the lagoon is at
operational depth, in approximately one year.
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There is a onetime tap on fee for new participants of $900. The owners who agreed upfront to
participant paid a reduced fee of only $500. There is a monthly operational fee of $10. Billing
will be a once a year payment included in the resort members dues invoice. These low fees
indicate the real value in the cluster type system. A typical sewer system can not approach the
low cost of operation and maintenance of the Pirates Cove Resort cluster system.
For those considering installing a cluster system, Kentucky requires cluster systems to be
designed by an engineer and permitted by the State Health Department. The local health
department should be contacted to begin the process. A fee is charged by the State and local
health departments to construct a cluster system. Construction inspection will be by the local
health department with oversight by the State Inspector. The State will require maintenance
funds to be established with fund dispersals approved by the local health department.

Conclusions
(Measures of Success)
It is our conclusion the project was a success, achieving the goals identified and doing so at a
reasonable cost in both financial and natural resources. Cluster systems are an ideal approach to
rural and suburban septic treatment where there are no municipal sewer systems. It could be an
alternative to conventional sewers and package treatment plants. We recommend that any
developer consider this alternative and cities consider this on large lot residential areas. The cost
for transferring black water only to a treatment facility compared to transporting all the solids
and liquids will substantially lower both construction and maintenance costs. One possible
drawback to this type of system is that it requires the homeowners to be responsible for the
maintenance and pump-out of their individual septic tank. Below each of the project’s original
items of success, written in italics, will be discussed.
•
•

•

•

Poorly functioning septic systems (nutrient plume) will be identified by infrared aerial
photography performed by TVA. The aerial photograph and interpretation was completed
before the project began.
Provide cost-share for 170 landowners willing to participate in the BMP demonstration.
There have been 70 houses, 30 permanent RV’s 6 cabins, 1-12 unit hotel, the club house, the
campground, and RV’s dump station connected to this system. Work will continue after the
close of this grant. Forty more house/mobile homes are expected to be connected.
The Marshall County Health Department will design the facilities, perform construction
inspection, and ensure construction specifications are met on 170 sites. Actual design work
was done by Art Travis as the engineer. Construction inspection was performed by the
Health Department. Unfortunately, the project was not able to connect residences along
Mermie Street due to costs.
Construction of the necessary components for the system: 3 lagoons, 1 lift station. Final
design included the construction of only one lagoon, per the recommendations of the Health
Department. Four pump stations were constructed, as needed to provide positive lift to the
lagoons.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Conduct educational program for landowners and septic system installers, 2 workshops.
Two workshops were held. The first workshop was September 26, 2006 with 12 in
attendance. The second workshop was November 18, 2006 with 34 in attendance.
Develop informational brochures about the program, 5000. Two separate brochures were
produced, 2,500 were printed of each, and facsimiles are included in Appendix D. Also, a
flyer was produced just for owners in the resort, a facsimile is included in Appendix D.
Conduct on-site field days as part of the education component, one field day. One on-site
field day was conducted. It was held the afternoon of September 26, 2006. Twelve were in
attendance.
The Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. will publish the project on the Internet;
develop and print program literature, and serve as fiscal agent. The Project including
progress photos was posted on the Foundation web site for the last four years. See
www.jpf.org.
TVA and NRCS will assist with educational program design. The RC&D Coordinator
developed the education program with desktop publishing assistance from the Foundation’s
Administrative Assistant Lisa Rowton.
The Marshall County Health Department will host the education workshops. The
Department assisted with the workshop and provided the trainers.
The nutrient plumes identified by the initial aerial photography will be eliminated, 170. The
elimination of individual leach fields on these poor sites will eliminate the plumes.
A follow-up aerial inventory to measure and document success. The project does not include
funding for a follow up infrared aerial photographic survey, but the elimination of individual
leach fields on these poor sites will eliminate the plumes.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Financial and Administrative Closeout
1. Application Outputs
The Following outputs were committed to and completed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Septic system data collection
Survey and design of BMPs
Installation of BMPs
Completion of BMP installation
Develop and manage Internet web page
Cluster system workshops (2)
Cluster system field day
Brochures printed (5,100)
Final & close-out report to DOW

2. Budget Summary
DETAILED BUDGET*
Budget
EPA Section
Non-Fed.
TOTAL
Categories
319(h)
Match
Personnel
$18,000
$36,900
$54,900
Supplies
$500
$1,500
$2,000
Equipment
$0
$4,000
$4,000
Travel
$1,800
$0
$1,800
Contractual
$100,000
$34,750
$134,750
Operating Costs
$12,000
$8,000
$20,000
Other
$0
$1,700
$1,700
TOTALS
$132,300
$86,850
$219,150
Percentage
60%
40%
100%
*
Original detailed budget, there have been no budget revisions

FINAL
Expenditures
$34,934.80
$2,490.63
$3,000.00
$205.92
$183,712.71
$23,612.19
$1,238.90
$249,195.15

The project summary budget includes the estimated costs for design and installation of the
cluster septic system and development of an educational program to demonstrate proper septic
management and workshops for septic systems installers. The total amount planned for the
project was $219,150 with $132,300 of Section 319(h) funds. The Non-Federal match was
planned at $86,850 or 40% of the total amount. The Tennessee Valley Authority provided
technical assistance for the project that is not included in the budget and $25,000 cash, included
in the final expenditures column..
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Personnel
Budget expenses for personnel were provided by the Marshall County Health Department’s and
Owners Association’s personnel contributions of $9,736 and EPA 319(h) grant charges of
$25,198. The grant charges for personnel were employees of Pirates Cove involved in various
labor needed to complete the project. The budget included $18,000 for a locally hired part-time
Project Coordinator paid by EPA 319(h), this person was Steve Lambroff. He worked diligently
over the life of the projects and did so strictly as a volunteer, receiving no pay, nor expenses. His
time is included as match. The engineer and other outside hired labor are included under the
Contractual heading.
Supplies
Supplies for this project include equipment including field survey equipment, computer
management software, film and developing/video tape for project documentation, hand tools, and
printing/copying to complete reports.
Equipment
No durable equipment was purchased for this project. The Marshall County Health Department
contributed the use of survey equipment to conduct surveys and soil sampling for lagoon and the
connecting drain field location and project design work. Also, equipment to consolidate
technical data, conduct analysis, write reports, financial bookkeeping, and prepare presentations
were provided by Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation. This equipment was provided to the
project as a match of $3,000.
Travel
The travel in this project was for the Marshall County Health Department’s expected extra visits
necessary to complete this new type of project. All of the travel was donated by the Department,
a small portion was documented as match, but the majority was not documented by the
Department nor the Foundation since the project was considerably over-matched. No lodging or
meals are included in this project.
Contractual
The project earthworks, fencing, pump stations, boring, piping, plumbing, and electrical are
included in this section in the amount of $183,713. Also, the engineering expense is included in
this section. This line item was considerably over budget. The other sections of this grant
budget were close or under and since we did not have to hire a Project Coordinator these funds
were used to perform more piping, 2 additional pump stations, and related earthworks.
Operating Costs
The Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. administered the grant and coordinated the
project for 10% or $20,000 (estimated) which was $23,612. As the Lead Agency, JPF
contributed forty percent of this amount back to the success of the project or $9,445 in match.
The Foundation contributed cash toward the project in the amount of $2,731.
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Other
The project included expenses for web page management for posting the progress and outcomes
of the project for review by Internet browser. Also, included in this budget item is the cost of
outside printing and Health Department fees.
The Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. was reimbursed $132,300. All dollars were
spent; there were no excess project funds to reallocate. This project did generate overmatch
provided by the Tennessee Valley Authority, Marshall County Health Department, and the
Owners Association of Pirates Cove. This overmatch was not posted to the grant.
3. Equipment Summary
No durable equipment was purchased. Any purchases of pumps and other related items that
might seem to be classed as equipment are components of the cluster system.
No equipment was purchased for this project that was or is valued at fair market value of $5,000
or greater.
4. Special Grant Conditions
None. The USEPA placed no special grant conditions on the project.

Appendix B. QAQC Plan No QAQC was required or developed.
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Appendix C. BMP Implementation Plan

Pirates Cove Cluster System Sewage Disposal Demonstration

BMP Implementation Plan

Lead Agency
Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation & Development Foundation, Inc.
2715 Olivet Church Road
Paducah, KY 42001
270-534-8054
270-554-5702 fax
info@jpf.org

April 2003
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Project Description
This project will demonstrate how cluster septic systems are viable options to site-specific tank
and lateral line systems. The Pirates Cove Homeowners Association has recognized the poorly
functioning or failing systems along the Kentucky Lake shoreline and is interested in serving as
the site for this alternative method demonstration and education program. The project will
address sewage disposal problems for 170 households whose nonpoint pollution problems
threaten Jonathan Creek, a Kentucky Lake embayment. Jonathan Creek is on the state List of
Waters for TMDL Development - Secondary Priority and is in an Environmental Quality
Incentive Program as a priority watershed. TVA has rated Jonathan Creek as poor for fish (IBI32) and fair for benthics (7 EPT families).
Introduction
This project will demonstrate how cluster septic systems are viable options to site-specific tank
and lateral line systems. The Pirates Cove Home Owners Association has recognized the poorly
functioning or failing systems along the Kentucky Lake shoreline and is interested in serving as
the site for this alternative method demonstration and education program. The proposed project
will install pipelines from each individual homeowner’s septic tank to a central lagoon with a
large lateral line drain field system. There will be no discharge of effluent.
The project will address sewage disposal problems for 170 households whose nonpoint pollution
problems threaten Jonathan Creek, a Kentucky Lake embayment. Jonathan Creek is on the state
List of Waters for TMDL Development - Secondary Priority and is in an Environmental Quality
Incentive Program as a priority watershed. TVA has rated Jonathan Creek as poor for fish (IBI32) and fair for benthics (7 EPT families).
The failing septic tank problem and resulting nonpoint source pollution hazard has been
observed by expert observation by qualified water quality professionals from the Lower
Tennessee River Watershed Team. These observations prompted the TVA to make an infrared
aerial survey. The survey identified many nutrient plumes leading directly to the water body.
The inventory prepared by TVA indicates 143 residences with suspicious moisture patterns and
locations. These have identifiable plumes or possible plumes but field lines were not apparent.
They also identified 27 residences with distinctive moisture patterns. These sites had identifiable
effluent plumes from field drain lines or prominent field drain systems. The Pirates Cove area
has 170 residences with visually apparent problems, probable problems or intermittent problems
with their disposal systems.
The Pirates Cove area is located on Lax silt loam and Lexington silt and silty clay loams. Both
of these soil types are classified by the Soil Survey of Calloway and Marshall Counties, Kentucky
as severe for sewage disposal. Even without aerial reconnaissance the problem would be
expected in the residual area. This location represents a typical site for the developments along
the western side of Kentucky Lake in Marshall and Calloway counties. It is also a relatively
proper representative example for most soil types in the Purchase Area, making this an excellent
cluster system demonstration site for this region.
This demonstration and education project will be the first such project located in western
Kentucky. It will serve as an excellent learning tool for septic system installers and
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homeowners. There is not a 201 plan for the area and no plans are being formulated to develop
such a plan.
Plan of Work
Lead Agency: Jackson Purchase RC&D Foundation, Inc. (JPF)
(1) BMP technologies to be installed
The Pirates Cove Cluster System Sewage Disposal project will utilize existing technologies,
installed with conventional equipment. The unique scope of the project comes from collecting
only the Black Water and having to treat only the liquid portion of the sewage at the joint
treatment site. This eliminates the need and very high costs to install and operate a package
treatment plant or the prohibitively high costs of pumping the sewage (solids and liquids) many
miles to an existing treatment plant. The cluster system will employ septic tanks at residences,
that have such, or installation of a new concrete state approved tank where one doesn’t exist.
Tank and installation will be part of the non-federal match. Black Water from the tanks will be
collected in gravity flow PVC pipelines that convey the effluent to lift stations where it will be
pumped back to an existing lagoon. Partially treated effluent from the first lagoon will enter into
a second phase lagoon and then flow into 6 feet wide gravel bed lateral field 1800 feet in length.
Original pre-design plan was to construct a 3 lagoon system (construct 2, one existing). After the
design work of the MCHD, there was only need for one additional lagoon 225,000 sq.ft. surface
acreage to be constructed.
(2) Technology selection process, to include the estimated cost, relative treatment
efficiency, and the minimum operation and maintenance required for the BMP to
operate efficiently

The cluster system was developed for use at this site for the following reasons.
1.
There was not an existing sewage treatment plant within a reasonable distance from
Pirates Cove to which to transport the sewage.
2.
The installation of a package treatment plant was prohibitively expensive.
3.
The soils at the locations of the houses are unsuitable for onsite sewage disposal
system lateral fields.
4.
The lot size for most of the homes is too small to install adequate lateral fields where
soils might have allowed installation.
5.
The cluster system offered an optimal approach to low costs and high level of sewage
treatment.
The cluster system will provide 100% treatment of domestic wastewater from the residences
in Pirates Cove. The Pirates Cove Homeowners Association will contract with general
contractors to install the piping system, the pump station, and the lagoon and lateral fields.
The individual homeowners will contract with approved installers to install their tank (if
needed). Expected cost to the individual is $1,000. The grant and match from TVA and the
Homeowners Association will pay for the piping and earthworks.
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Relative efficiency of Lagoon performance:
COD
BOD
Total Solids
Suspended Solids
Total Volatile Solids
Total Coliforms

90%
92%
86%
94%
89%
60-90%

Maintenance of the cluster system, pump station and lagoons will be completed by the
Homeowners Association coast is expected to be $4,000 per year. Maintenance of individual
septic tanks will be the responsibility of the homeowner. Each tank owner will be required to
pump out their tank as needed, at least every five years.
(3) BMPs location

BMP
Installation
Area

Lagoons &
Lateral Field

(4) Notification of the Division of Water, NPS Section prior to BMP implementation
The DOW-NPS section will be informed of contract bidding, awarding, and work progress.
(5) Financial plan of action, which describes how financial assistance will be provided for
technology demonstration
The Foundation will manage all aspects of the financial assistance to the Homeowners
Association. The Homeowners Association will contract with the general contractor(s) to install
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the pipelines, pump stations and earthworks. The Foundation will provide the grant funds to the
Association as work is completed. The Foundation will match the EPA 319(h) grant from two
cash sources. One, the Pirates Cove Cluster System Management Fund ($47,900) held by the
Foundation and two, the TVA cluster system project grant ($25,000) also held by the
Foundation. The Foundation will invoice the DOW for reimbursement according to the grant.
The Homeowners will not receive funds directly from the Foundation or this grant. In-kind
match will be primarily from the Marshall County Health Department and the individual
homeowners.
The BMP’s for this project will be designed by the Marshall County Health Department,
Kentucky Pump and Industrial Systems, Inc. and Art Travis, PE. The lagoons and lateral field
have been designed by the Health Department. The piping system has been designed by Art
Travis, PE. The lift station has been designed by Kentucky Pump and Industrial Systems, Inc.
All BMP components have been accepted by the Marshall County Health Department as meeting
the required pollution abatement requirements for the sewage disposal system.
Piping System
This system will include:
 15,000 feet of 4 inch PVC (gravity flow) $90,000
 60 PVC taps and risers $6,000
All piping will be installed as per the Engineer’s specifications. Construction inspection will be
performed by the Marshall County Health Department.
Lift station
Two lift stations will be installed. They will be a fiberglass enclosure with pumps. There will be
a main pump and stand-by pump. Installation will be according to Kentucky Pump and
Industrial Systems, Inc specifications. Construction inspection will be by the Marshall County
Health Department. Cost: $30,000
Lagoon and Lateral Field
A second lagoon will be constructed according to Marshall County Health Department
specifications next to the existing lagoon. Design size will be 225,000 sq.ft. surface area. A
lateral field for lagoon outflow will be constructed according to Marshall County Health
Department design. Drain field will be 1,800 feet of 6 feet wide lateral bed. Cost: $20,000
All construction activities will be conducted following the guidelines and implementation of the
best management practices established in Storm Water Management for Construction Activities:
Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Office of Water, EPA 832-R-92-005, September 1992).
(6) Maintenance agreement to be made with the landowner.
The system installed with this grant will be maintained by the Pirates Cove Owners Association.
Individual septic tanks will be maintained by the homeowners. An amendment to the existing
Association bylaws will instruct members to pump their tanks once each five years of year
around use.
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Appendix D. Field Day & Workshop Materials

Figure 3, Workshop Invitation
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Figure 4, Return Postcard
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Figure 5, Online Workshop Registration
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Figure 6, Septic Tank Owners Brochure
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Figure 7, Cluster System Brochure
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Figure 8, Pirates Cove Owners Flyer
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Appendix F. Photo-documentation

Figure 9, As Built Aerial Photograph
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Lagoon Construction

Old lagoon

New Lagoon

New Lagoon loading pipe

Main Lift Station at Lagoon

Lift Station #3

Pipe Installation
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Leach Bed Installation

Tap on Risers

Field Day Inspection of Lagoon

Owners Workshop

Owners Workshop
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PowerPoint Presentation by Mike Carlson, Marshall Co. Health Department
Slide 1
Decentralized Wastewater Systems
HCHD
Presentation Warren County Builders Association
2006
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Overview
• What is a decentralized waste water
treatment system or “Cluster” system.
• A history of cluster systems.
• Advantages and disadvantages of clusters.
• Case studies of cluster systems.
• How to apply for a cluster system.
• Summary/Questions
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What Is a “Cluster” System?
• A system designed to: accept effluent from more
than one structure’s or facility’s sewage
pretreatment unit; or transport the collected effluent
through a sewer system to one or more common
subsurface soil treatment and dispersal system of
conventional, modified, or alternate design.
• 902 KAR 10:085 Kentucky On-Site Sewage
Disposal Regulation
• A “centralized” system refers to a conventional
water treatment plant.
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What Does It Mean?
• Cluster System
– Two or more homes
using the same septic
system.
– Two or more separate
apartment buildings
using the same system.

• Not a Cluster
– A permitted mobile home
park, because it is one
“facility”.
– A permitted RV park is also
one “facility”.
– An apartment house,
because it is one
“structure”.

Cabinet for Health and Family Services
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Why Use a Cluster System?
• Overcomes site limitations due to poor soils.
• May decrease minimum lot size requirements
for new developments.
• Repair option for communities with chronic
septic system failures.
• Lower cost than constructing a centralized
treatment system.

Cabinet for Health and Family Services
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History of Cluster Systems
•
•
•

•
•

In 1997 Congress asked the EPA to study cluster systems to determine if
they were a viable option for long term wastewater problems.
The concern was the rising gap between available federal funds versus
the growing need for wastewater treatment nationally.
EPA concluded that decentralized systems, where properly managed,
could protect water quality over the long term, and do so at a lower cost
than conventional systems.
The EPA has produced a manual for voluntary guidelines for managing
decentralized wastewater treatment systems.
In 2005 seven cluster systems were applied for in the Purchase District
Health Department alone.
– All were cluster lagoons servicing from 11-90 homes.
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Disadvantages
• Historically have a high failure rate if not
maintained properly.
• Many State codes are vague or have not
addressed clusters at all.
• Management system must stay actively
engaged in maintenance.
• Some treatment plants are not accepting
septage from residential pre-treatment units.
• Incorporating a home owners association is
difficult on a pre existing community.
Cabinet for Health and Family Services
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Kentucky Approval Procedures
• All plans must be approved
through Environmental
Management Branch.
• A $600.00 plan review fee for all
clusters.
• Three copies of construction
plans and site specifications.
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Construction Aspects
•
•

•

•
•
•

Plans have the engineers license seal affixed to them and signed by the
engineer.
Plans include a complete overall project plan with all structures served
and detailed specifications of the collection system. This will include pipe
specifications.
Plans have all component specifications and sizing listed, demonstrating
they meet requirements of 902 KAR 10:081. Includes all installation
depths, original grades and final grades. Show profile and plan views.
Plans show the dimensioned layout of the system on contours with all
relevant setbacks and separation distances per 902 KAR 10:085.
Plans include all wasteflow calculations, pump sizing calculations (friction
heads, elevation heads, flow velocities).
Plans have a copy of the application for site evaluation, and a copy of the
site evaluation conducted by the local health department and any other
necessary documentation.
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Management Options
• Legal documents establishing ownership as well as
operation and maintenance are required.
• Three management options for Clusters.
– Homeowners Association
– Developer or third party
– Public utility

• Homeowners Association must include:
• Articles of Incorporation and By-laws for association.
• Deed restriction sample(responsibility for the system operation
and maintenance runs with the land; association cannot disband
nor relinquish responsibility without written consent of local health
department and the Cabinet).
Cabinet for Health and Family Services
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Management Options Continued
• Homeowners Association
– Rate structure documents for operation and
maintenance fees. Show calculations of monies
needed to establish and maintain restricted
interest bearing accounts through local bank.
• Account 1-Restricted to routine maintenance and
operation.
• Account 2-Restricted to major repairs and contract for
pumping all tanks used in the system.
• Account 3 Sinking Fund-access restricted by bank until
receipt of written consent of LHD and Cabinet before
releasing funds.
Cabinet for Health and Family Services
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Management Options
• Developer/third party/public utility
– Public Service Commission approvals and rate
structure documents.
– Very rare occurrence in Kentucky.
– A management company that has been approved
as a certified private utility.
– A developer can be assigned management
responsibility only on a case by case basis.
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Other Legal Documents Required
• Operation and maintenance plan. Including
notification/emergency numbers.
• Groundwater protection plan.
• Federal EPA Class V Injection Well
registration documents.
• Installation permits for each home will be
written by local health departments.
– Typically a permit is written on each home for
tank installation.
Cabinet for Health and Family Services
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2005 Case Studies In Kentucky
• Mason Rental Properties
• The Meadows Subdivision
• Youth Camp
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Camp Wakondaho, Casey County
• Church camp near Yosemite, KY
• Had a Failing Conventional System that had
been Repaired Many Times
• Needed a new System
• Limited Usable Space
• Not technically a cluster since caretakers
home is owned by the Camp.
• The system is a good example of how to
repair a bad system with cluster/advanced
treatment technology.
Cabinet for Health and Family Services
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Not used
Summary
• Cluster systems are recognized as a viable option
for small communities waste water treatment
without access to municipal sewers.
• The most important aspect is effective management
of the system once operational.
• The EPA has published manuals that will help a
community choose which management system will
fit best for their situation.
• Contact your local health departments or assigned
state staff with any questions.
Cabinet for Health and Family Services
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Questions

?
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Contact Information
• Mr. Chris Edwards R.S.
• Environmental Health
Program Evaluator
• Western Kentucky
Region
• Environmental
Management Branch
• E mail
Wkyonsite@gmail.com
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